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Please take a little time reading this booklet to see how, with
a little care and a slight change in use, you can make a
difference to caring for this protected landscape.

Black Down and Burrington Ham form the
largest area of common land in the Mendip
Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
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Burrington Ham is a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) and features specialised
limestone grassland and wild flowers,
together with dramatic rocky outcrops, the
impressive earthworks of Burrington Camp,
and evidence of lead and calamine (zinc)
extraction.
Black Down has an area of SSSI and part of
it has Scheduled Monument status due to the
Bronze Age barrows and remains of the
WWII tumps and decoy town.
The special nature of the wildlife and history
of the sites is what makes them important,
and also the reason why so many visitors
come to enjoy them each year.
With a million people within an hour’s drive
of the Mendip Hills AONB, it is easy to see
why they are under such pressure and in
danger of losing archaeology and habitats.

To ﬁnd out more about the history and wildlife
of the Commons, why not visit our website:
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www.discoveringblackdown.org.uk
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Driving

Dog Walking

Dogs are good companions, but please remember that
they can disturb birds, wildlife and other people. Please
keep your dog under control at all times and follow
the simple code below.

The B3134 which runs through
Burrington Combe is one of the
most beautiful roads in the area,
but it can be dangerous too.

Dog fouling

Animals

Dog fouling is offensive
and creates serious health risks
both to humans and livestock.
Remove the waste even if not on the
paths - take it home for disposal.

When driving
through the combe
between the cattle
grids you may
encounter animals on the
road. The goats and Devon
Red cattle which help manage
the commons for wildlife are
often found roaming around on
the roads, as well as horses and
their riders.

Ensure that your pet does
not frighten others
Not all people are dog lovers; some can be
frightened by barking or playful dogs. Groups of
dogs can be intimidating. Be considerate to other
users, particularly children at play and picnickers.
Prevent excessive barking from your dog.

Laybys

Please
drive with
caution and
go slowly if
passing
animals to avoid
any unpleasant
accidents.

If you want to
look at the
wonderful
scenery, then why
not stop and park
in one of the many
laybys and get out of
the car and enjoy
the scenery safely.

Control your dog
There are many wild ponies, goats and
cattle across the commons, which
may be frightened or chased by
dogs. Keep your dog close by or
on a lead near livestock. If you
cannot control your dog, keep it
on a lead. A dog out of sight may
be out of control. If you are riding
a horse or bike at the same time, it
may be better to leave the dog
at home and take it for a
separate walk.
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Horse Riding
Safety
Wearing fluorescent and reflective clothing helps other
users see you earlier. Keep your eyes and ears open
and watch your horse’s ears – he may often hear a
cyclist before you do. Slow down if you meet
other path users.

Control your horse
Ride safely within your own ability and to the conditions
present and take personal responsibility for your own actions.

Walkers and cyclists
Be considerate and courteous to all
other users and give dog walkers time
to put their dogs on a lead.
Give
cyclists room.
While cyclists are
required to give
way to walkers and
horse riders on
bridleways,
see if you
can move
to the
side of the
track to allow them by without
them dismounting. If they are
hanging back, let them know
it’s safe to pass.

Keep it legal
Ensure that you are
following a route on
roads, tracks and
trails that you are
allowed to ride on.
Never ride more than
two abreast.

Leave no trace
You can ride on bridleways
but not on footpaths.
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Be sensitive to the ground beneath you. Riding fast across open country may
be exhilarating, but galloping hooves can lead to erosion and can damage
fragile habitats, particularly if it is wet. Keep to the bridleways
only and consider using other sites when appropriate.
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Caving
The caves of Burrington Combe and its side valleys form a
unique and vulnerable part of the natural and archaeological
heritage of the area. Their conservation is important for many
reasons. They give us an insight into the lives of those who
lived in them thousands of years ago and provide a unique
habitat for wildlife, including hibernating bats. Caves are also
inherently dangerous environments and the following
guidelines should be followed.

Only venture further than the entrance
chamber if you are with an organised
caving group with experienced leaders.

Look, don’t touch
Grease from your hands
or mud from your clothes
will dirty them for
good and fragile
formations may
be easily
damaged.

Animals
There are only a few rare and
endangered animals which can
manage to live in British caves, so, if you
are lucky enough to spot them, don't disturb
them. Do not shine torches directly at any
bats as this can be distressing to them.

Fire

Under no
circumstances
light a fire in the
cave, as the fire and
smoke can harm the
wildlife, natural features
and the archaeology.

Leave no trace
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Take all litter with you, leave all
rock samples and artefacts behind
and do not graffiti the walls,
even for way marking.
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Mountain Biking

Remember, cyclists must
give way to walkers and
horse riders.

It is important that mountain bikers ride responsibly to take
care of the environment and respect other users. Here are a
few key points to remember.

Leave no trace
Practice low-impact cycling avoid braking sharply and
skidding.
Keep to bridleways, not
footpaths, and avoid widening
the paths or creating new lines to
avoid damaging adjacent habitats.
Do not dig any new trails, jumps or berms.
Avoid any historic features, such as the WWII bunker and
the Beacon Batch barrows.

Consider other users
Let your fellow trail users know you are
coming, especially if you are approaching
quietly from behind. A friendly greeting or
bell well in advance is considerate and works
well; don't startle others. Anticipate other trail
users around corners or in blind spots.

Ponies and cattle
All animals are startled by an
unannounced approach, a sudden
movement, or a loud noise. This
can be dangerous for you, others,
and the animals. Give animals
extra room and time to adjust to
you. Leave gates as you found
them, or as marked.
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Bio security
Do your bit to help prevent
the spread of plant diseases and
invasive species. After your ride,
brush any loose material off your
wheels, footwear and bike and
wash down your bike before
your next ride, this will help
it last longer too.
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Climbing
The only place with any climbing potential is in
the old quarry in the lower car park of Burrington
Combe. If you are going to climb here then
please remember the following:

Your safety
Be aware of the ever-present
risk of stonefall, especially
when there is someone climbing
above you. Wearing a helmet
is strongly advised and only
climb if you know how to and
have the correct equipment, or
are with an organised group
led by qualified instructors.

Low impact
Be aware of your impact on
the fragile natural
environment and avoid
‘gardening’ plants and
Do not disturb
lichens from the rock face; nesting birds or other
tread carefully and
wildlife and protect
seek to minimise
native plants,
erosion.
especially at the
base of cliffs.
Explain the
environmental
impacts of climbing
to novices so that they
become aware of
their responsibilities
for climbing, both at
this site and in their
future climbing
experiences.
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Public safety
Think ‘public safety’ all the
time. Climbing has the potential
to harm innocent bystanders,
particularly by dislodging rock
or dropping kit, so climb with
care and ensure you carry civil
liability insurance.
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Open
Access

The Black Down and
Burrington Commons are
designated Open Access
areas. This means that
walkers can go wherever
they like over the area.
However, in order to
protect the archaeology
and habitats and to make
your visit easier and safer,
we recommend that you
keep to footpaths.

The Open Access status does
not apply to bikers and horse
riders, who must stick to
riding on bridleways only.

The Countryside Code
Respect
other people

Consider the local community and
other people enjoying the outdoors.
Leave gates and property as you
find them and follow paths unless
wider access is available.

Whether you are going on a long walk, an adrenalin-fuelled
ride, walking the dog or just having a picnic, please help us
to keep the Black Down and Burrington Commons a special
place by following the Countryside Code below.

Enjoy

the outdoors
Plan ahead and be prepared.
Follow advice and
local signs.

Protect

the natural environment
Leave no trace of your visit
and take your litter home.
Keep dogs under effective
control and clear up if your
dog fouls anywhere.

For a more detailed look at
the Countryside Code and how it
applies to you, please visit:

www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/
enjoying/countrysidecode
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